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Funn(k)y postcards 
 
To celebrate our winning Environmental Action Fund bid, we’re producing a set of four 
postcards, which will raise awareness about Sponge and sustainable lifestyles. 
 
All Sponge members can display them in their offices and at events, send them to 
friends and use them as business cards for Sponge. Maybe we’ll put them in pubs and 
cafes too … 
 
So what do they look like? 
Well, that’s up to you! You and all your friends are invited to enter a design competition 
to create: 

• A set of four A6 postcards, four colour on one side, one colour on the other. 
• Each card presenting a challenging aspect of sustainable lifestyles in an 

amusing, fresh and attention-grabbing way. 
 
We’re interested in you designing the four colour side, and we’ll take care of the back. 
Produce it in whatever graphics programme you want. We just need it in a high 
resolution pdf to send to the printers.  
 
Why not get together with three friends and design one each? Remember, ‘sustainable 
lifestyles’ covers everything from eating to getting about, and light bulbs to worm bins. 
 
The winner will have their name on the finished product, with a write-up on the website 
including links if the winner wishes. This could be the start of a beautifully sustainable 
graphic design career … 
 
Send your brilliant designs on a CD to Lilja, at the usual address, (or pass it to one of us 
at an event!) by May 27th! 
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